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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Jrue Hernandez! (Pre-K) Jrue is a hard worker and a well-behaved student.  He is a joy to have in my class! ~A. 

Lopez 

 Mauricio Reynaga! (Pre-K) Mauricio is our newest friend that has come into pre-k making his mark. He is a sweet, 

helpful friend to his peers, has a great smile and is a great helper to his teacher. Mauricio is a pleasure to have in the 

classroom. ~T. Collums   

 Major Williams! (Kinder) Major is a very sweet and kind. He is always putting forth his best effort and contributes to 

the class. Way to go Major!! ~B. Capo 

 Benjamin Garcia! (Kinder) Benjamin is a hard worker who always tries his best! He is growing and learning every day! 

~S. Coronado  

 Vivian Kohl! (Kinder) Vivian always comes to school with a smile and ready to learn. She is a great friend to her 

classmates and always helps anyone who needs it! ~S. Coronado    

 

First Grade 

 Efrain Leon! Efrain understands math & science concepts easily but it's his kindness towards his classmates lately 

that makes him a Star Student. He has been encouraging to students struggling and cheers for them when they 

achieve their goals. Great job Efrain- I am so proud of you! ~N. Weibel  
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 Sofia Frick! Sofia is a joy to have in class. She is very bright and uses her natural gifts to help others understand 

concepts they are struggling with. She is inclusive to all of her classmates when playing or doing group activities and 

already is very responsible at a young age. Way to go Sofia! ~N. Weibel  

Second Grade 

 Matthew Grajales! Matthew has used his resources to communicate independently within the classroom! He is now 

helping others do the same! Great job Matthew! I am so proud of the progress you are making and how you are helping 

others! ~P. Hicks  

 Jahkoi Williams! The student is going above and beyond to be helpful for his teachers. He works hard and exceeds 

expectations in the classroom. He keeps me smiling everyday even when I am having a rough time. ~H. Blalack 

 Sophia Jacquez! Sophia is a very dedicated student; she works hard every day. ~J. Martinez 

 Carlos Hernandez! Carlos is a very enthusiastic student; he finishes all his assignments on time. ~J. Martinez 

 Nayely Salazar! Nayely is developing her reading fluency and comprehension. ~J.  Martinez     

Third Grade 

 Alfredo Gomez-Chavez! Alfredo is always a star student in art class! He is respectful and a great example to his pers. 

I love having you in my class, Alfredo! ~ Keep up the great work! ~A. Caron 

Fourth Grade 

 Adeline Haralson! Adeline is working hard in math! She is using her math tools to help her find the answers. She is also 

working hard on her neat writing! I am proud of you! ~P. Hicks 

 Ivan Guzman!  Receiving the most "Hats Off to You" Awards out of all Southside Elementary scholars! Ivan has 

received these awards for academic growth, helping others, being a good citizen with a great attitude and 

participating in class. Southside administrators have made six positive phone calls on his behalf and we are very proud 

of the way he represents our school. ~J. Short  
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 Destiny Alejo! Destiny chose to do the right thing, thank you Destiny for making good choices. ~A. Varela 

 Nathalia Ubaldo! Nathalia made some great choices this week! She truly shows how to make decisions for her without 

any one guiding her in the wrong direction. Thank you Nathalia! ~A. Varela  

 Oscar Munoz! Oscar is an amazing example of good citizenship. He stays focused on his work and does not allow 

anything to distract him. ~K. Eakin     

Fifth Grade 

 Mason Shows! Mason is always participating during math class. He also shows his thinking on his paper and double-

checks his work. Keep up the great work, Mason! ~H. Wilt 

 Pedro Rosas! Pedro always tries his best in everything he does. He has great expectations for himself. It’s impressive 

to see him work. I am proud of you my sweet Pedro! ~N. Caraballo 

 Miguel Caracheo! Miguel is a great helper and an excellent student. Thank you for showing us math greatness Miguel! 

~E. Hernandez  

 Rosanna Lewis! Rosanna is an overall exceptional student. I am proud to have her in my class. ~C. Celestine  

 Zaviera Jordan-Bookman! Zaviera is a model student, she always goes beyond what is expected from her. ~B. Abrams  

 Ezekiel Rodriguez!  The past week Ezekiel has been taking a real leadership position in his reading groups. He has been 

attentive and has helped around the room and with others without being asked. He has also taken into account his 

behavior and has been working SO hard on it. I am VERY proud of him! ~J. Stewart  

 

 


